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Introduction
• Detector simulation is an important part of the HEP analysis chain

• What happens in a particle collision?

• What does the calorimeter read-out look like?


• Detector specific


• Energy deposited in many cells from  

secondary particles in shower

• How do we interpret the data, what do we care about, what are the 
intricacies?


• Shower shape variables
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Shower Shape Variables
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Fraction of cells in a layer with non-zero energy
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Shower Shape Variables
• Marginals of shower capturing various aspects of how energy is distributed 
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Energy weighted depth in units of layer number

Shower Depth

Standard deviation of shower depth

Shower Depth Width
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Geant4
• Gold Standard

• Simulation of particle scattering/propagation through matter

• Slow, computationally intensive, requires expertise 

• No access to the underlying tree or the evolution process

• Need for faster simulation with increasing detector size, etc.
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Data Format/Representation

Map hits to polar grids Point CloudWork with detector cells

• Learn in needed domain and granularity

• Doesn’t generalise with consistent 

geometry

• Geometry often non-trivial

• Shower evolution cone shaped

• To remove edge effects need fine and 

sparse binning

• Direct translation of input data

• Use point cloud and graph networks

• Preserve natural symmetries
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Data Format/Representation
• Current deep generative models work with discretized/voxelized versions of the data


• Points  Image/Vector  
• Loss of information

• Can we work directly with the points?


• Increasing detector complexity  higher resolution  Highly sparse data

• Variable number of energy deposits

• Correlated spatial ordering but no natural ordering

→

→ →
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Existing point cloud datasets are not enough

• Shapes, dense object


• No propagation/tree structure 


• Performance doesn’t transfer to Geant4 data


• Models assume each point is i.i.d.


• Each point has energy as a feature                   
need to handle differently?

→
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SUPA (SUrrogate PArticle)

/D\HU�� /D\HU��/D\HU��

• Simulate particle propagation/scattering

• Extremely tuneable

• Provide an MNIST-like baseline for this type of data

SVSOLW
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Comparing SUPA to GEANT4
• Extremely fast and easy to set up


• Most parameters are tuneable : # layers, # readouts, probabilities of splitting, 
angles of splitting and deviation, initial energy, incidence angle, incidence 
position, etc.
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Exact simulation time depends on the incident particle and its kinematic properties, as well as the detailed composition of the detector geometry

Numbers taken for the CaloGAN geometry in [1]                                     

†‡
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Comparing to Geant4
• Data generated with the following parameter configuration :
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Comparing to Geant4
• Data generated with the following parameter configuration :

• Downsampling : Points  Image/Vector 
• CaloGAN shape configuration :

• 3 x 96 (L0), 12 x 12 (L1), 12 x 6 (L2) 

→
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Comparing to Geant4
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Training on SUPA and Geant4

Layer Energy

Geant e+

SUPA
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Shower shape variables from some models (CaloGAN [1], CaloFlow [2], CaloVAE) trained on Geant e+ and SUPA



Training on SUPA and Geant4

Layer Energy Fraction

Geant e+

SUPA
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Shower shape variables from some models (CaloGAN [1], CaloFlow [2], CaloVAE) trained on Geant e+ and SUPA



Performance comparisons

Scatter Plot for the loss over 10 different versions of CaloFlow [2] models

Increasing label numbers denote models with decreasing capacity

Scatter Plot for ranks over different models. 

Ranking of the models are consistent over both, SUPA and Geant4
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• Benchmarking on SUPA provides a good estimate of relative performance on the detailed 
Geant4




Conclusion and Future Work

• Datasets should still provide similar challenges to the full simulation data


• We don’t care about reproducing the exact distribution


• Speed up development of point clouds/graph models in the field


• Consistent evaluation framework across the field


• Benchmarking datasets representing a range of complexities
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Preliminary version available on ArxiV : https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.05012

Code : https://github.com/itsdaniele/SUPA

https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.05012


Thank You
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